MISSION: To help young people, especially those who need us most, build strong character and realize their full potential as responsible citizens and leaders. We do this by providing a safe haven filled with hope and opportunity, ongoing relationships with caring adults, and life-enhancing programs.

10 CLUBS
IN BOSTON AND CHELSEA
+ YouthConnect
YouthConnect is an advocacy and intervention program in partnership with the Boston Police Department

$26M ANNUAL BUDGET
WITH 80% OF THE BUDGET RAISED THROUGH CONTRIBUTIONS
While the per-child investment is significant, teens pay just $5 and 6–12 year olds pay $25 per school year

125 COMMUNITY PARTNERS
PROVIDING ADDITIONAL EXPERTISE TO SUPPORT OUR CLUBS AND MEMBERS

82% OF MEMBERS IDENTIFY AS PERSONS OF COLOR
Including Black/African American, multiracial, Latino/Hispanic, Asian, other

OVER 7,800 SERVED
INCLUDING YOUTH AGES 6–18, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS

NEARLY 64% OF FAMILIES OF FOUR SERVED BY BGCB REPORTED ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOMES OF $53K OR LESS

PROGRAM IMPACT

ACADEMIC & LIFE SUCCESS
99% OF SENIORS
GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL LAST SPRING
90% OF ALUMNI
SAY BGCB HELPED THEM BECOME MORE COMMITTED TO EDUCATION
320 JOBS AND INTERNSHIPS
SECURED FOR CLUB TEENS AND RECENT ALUMNI

HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT
OVER 200,000
HEALTHY MEALS AND SNACKS SERVED TO MEMBERS
90% OF FAMILIES
SAY BGCB HELPED THEIR CHILDREN DEAL WITH ANXIETY DURING THE HEALTH CRISIS
94% OF MEMBERS
DEMONSTRATE HIGH RESILIENCE BY PERSISTING WITH SOMETHING EVEN WHEN IT IS REALLY HARD

CHARACTER & COMMUNITY
94% OF ALUMNI
SAY BGCB HELPED THEM REALIZE THEIR FULL POTENTIAL AS A LEADER
97% OF FAMILIES
SAY BGCB HELPED THEIR CHILDREN STAY CONNECTED WITH FRIENDS DURING THE HEALTH CRISIS
97% OF TEENS
SHOW RESPECT TO PEOPLE WITH DIFFERENT BELIEFS, OPINIONS, AND CULTURES

DATA REFLECTS BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS OF BOSTON (BGCB) IMPACT IN FY2021
**ACADEMIC & LIFE SUCCESS**

Equipping members with the skills, knowledge, training, and education they need to pursue their goals and interests

- Targeted STEM and Literacy Programs
- Power Hour
- SAT Preparation Classes
- Music & Arts Activities
- Career Readiness Workshops
- Summer Internship Programs

**HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT**

Teaching members to make and model healthy physical, social, and emotional choices

- Meal Service Programs
- On-site and Virtual Social Work Resources
- Sports Leagues
- Monthly Wellness Workshops
- Age-specific Fitness Programs
- Inclusive Healthy Lifestyle Programs

**CHARACTER & COMMUNITY**

Helping members develop healthy relationships with peers and adults, while building character to be role models and leaders in their communities

- TORCH CLUB
  - Members ages 11 to 13 plan and implement activities in four areas: service to Club and community, education, health, and fitness, and social recreation.
- KEYSTONE
  - Members ages 14 to 18 receive training to boost academic success, career preparation, and community service.
- YOUNG LEADERS
  - Early teens are introduced to the world of work as well as the importance of being a part of and giving back to one’s community.
- EXPERIENTIAL TRAVEL PROGRAMS
  - Older teens learn to engage with the Club’s core areas, while promoting global citizenship and preparing teens to enter a global workforce.

**DID YOU KNOW?**

93% of graduating seniors were accepted into college or trade school last spring.

An additional 6% plan to secure jobs, internships, or military placements.

96% of alumni agreed their Club helped them develop a sense of responsibility to give back to their community.
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